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About This Game

METATRON CUBE is a sci-fi action adventure first person shooter video game, with a clean and colorful futuristic design.
For PC and Mac.

As an artificial intelligence specialist, you are sent to investigate a mysterious installation controlled by an advanced A.I called
Metatron. Overcome obstacles and combat enemies. Lucky you, a small droid will be there to help.

- FPS (First Person Shooter).
- kill enemies and find keycards to open doors and move to the next level.

- 30 different levels with original futuristic 3d environments.
- Many different enemies: animals, creatures, monsters, aliens, zombies, soldiers, robots.

- Several traps and obstacles.
- 2 futuristic vehicles: motorcycle, F1 car.

- 30 different original ambient atmospheric techno music.
- Many funny and unexpected audio speeches from in-game characters.

- 5 futuristic weapons: pistol, assault riffle, shotgun, grenade launcher, rocket Launcher.

Copyright © NEO.ca All rights reserved.
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It's addicting, awesome, and multiplayer. Please pick it up! It's cheap and goes on sale. Thank you Devs!. Long time JA fan
from the early days. Its a beloved beautiful game, or rather Jagged Alliance 2 is.

Much done right, little done wrong... unlike JA:RAGE. Ive just started so this is an early review.

Im not too fond of the cartoony graphics. JA2 images were great, these are a step back. Anyways... The rest is good so far but I
have only just began... and then...
~
I started and got through the sewers. I get to the 3rd screen/fight at the school.

Shadow starts to bleed.

Dead within a few turns.

No healthkits to stop it, no doctors to stop it, no rests to stop the bleeding.

Just slowly ran out of blood and died.

Whats the point in playing a ridiculous game in which your best men can die within minutes of the start without any chance of
stopping him dying ?

And the backpack is so tiny its INFURIATING.

-----------

Review Of 'Finished Game'

Well, Ladies and Gents and AIM employees, overall, I did enjoy the game more than it infuriated me. Just.

Compared to JA2 though, its nothing really. Rage is tiny, shallow, annoying and so petit...did I mention how small this game is?

Theres only 10 battles I think, thats 10 screens where you have skirmishes with the bad guys who run the island. The battles
were fun and great IMHO, I loved using stealth to kill some of the bad guys then just battling them thorugh superior positioning
and firepower. As you should in a JA game.

BUT...ten battles is tiny. I thought when I finished the game it was just the introduction and we were going ot move to another
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island where you do it all again but with more AIM mercs and more bad guys...but nope, it ended quite abruptly.

I have a feeling this is only a 1/10 or 1/5 of the game the developers wanted to make before cutting the majority out to release
this for some funds.

I dont know if the company will be 'AIM'ing to release a sequel or add-ons that greatly increase the entire game.

The battles were good fun, you can do them by stealth, or confrontation, or a mixture of both.

A couple of times the enemy shot through walls. One time that kept happening was the bridge which was a really difficult
mission early on the game...then it turned out that wasnt that early in the game since you are close to finishing it by the time you
cross the bridge.

The inventory is so small and so awkward it is possibly the worst thing in the game, besides the size. Ill come back to this point
later.

The mercs are fine, still not too keen on the far too cartoony graphics, its a step back IMHO. Nice to hear there voices again
but.... theres only 6 mercs to choose from and you can only have 4 altogether by the time you finish the game. Speaking of the
voices, IVAN shouldnt be speaking English. You could have had IGOR his cousin doing the missions instead I suppose who can
speak broken English. Maybe Im being too anal there.

Theres the 2 Mercs you pick at the start (I went with Grunty and Shadow), then FIDEL later on, then a fourth member you can
choose from the remainers (I went with Raven).

Standard Turn based fair, you enter a screen, decide on how to kill the enemies through stealh or full on confrontation, or both,
then get to it.

Its not too bad moving the characters around the map, you hit a target then can rest or move on to the next. Stealth worked fine
on the whole, it worked.

Looking at the big map of the game I have to start off by saying:

All those dots on the map are NOT missions or battles.

Just spaces on the board.
Its annoying that you think they will all be battles but are not. Completly not needed for the game at all. YOU can ambush or be
ambushed by the bad guys, but its the same 3 maps every encounter. Very pathetic compared to JA2.

One major bug bear is the virus/thirst mechanic. Have your mercs travelling for too long without water means they can get a
disease and that lowers there health and action points.

Not a problem as long as you can just drink water from the places you have liberated/attacked? Nope, theres very little water to
be found. Most is dirty water and that encourages the illness. And shockingly you CANNOT go back to the places you have
liberated for the weapons and ammo and all important WATER!

Theres Wells in SOME of the battle screens but they only have 1 or 2 water bottles, and what I found out that shocked me at
how bad this game is is that you cannot go back to places you have liberated, so if you missed some water or weapons or ammo,
you cannot go back there.

You can rest, and fix your weapons or armour if you have the kits, but you cannot go anywhere to get water to hydrate your
men. I didnt need to repair my armour but most weapons get quickly in need of repair.

This was a serious issue, and it was very annoying that most of the time my mercs were on very dehydrated lists affecting there
performance.
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Why not have water? AND If I have already liberated areas, why cant I go back and use the Well? And Why dont the wells have
LOTS of pure water instead of 2 or 3 bottles of pure or dirty water.

Dont worry too much though on the ammo and weapon repairs. Theres tons of weapons to loot for every battle. And plenty of
ammo. I wouldnt even carry spare ammo for the LMGs and Assault rifles.

There isnt that many variations of ammo and ammo too. Not what I thought would be like. Especially not compared to JA2.

You can add some mods on to your weapons but the only mod you desperatly need (Reload until you get it) is the silencer for
another sniper so you have 2 snipers with silent weapons, as an early weapon is the crossbow that you should keep for stealth
kills). The other mods arent worth it.

The lack of space in your inventory is worst though. I spent hours moving and shuffling and combining items so I had enough
space to filter and move around my items and weapons.

When you rest, you do have access to more items you can store, but its hardly any room at all...and should I be keeping this 1
sniper rifle to repair later or will I find a better one? Well id dint know, but you find better sniper rifles each battle you
participate in...

I found the most powerful sniper rifle, but it only had 1 round in it.

I did not find any other ammo till the last battle at the castle. So it was a pointless weapon to have in the game, and I kept it in
my inventory for ages which was a big waste in the end.

Same for the Alien Gun. 2 shots and its over, should I keep it or just get rid of it? You have no idea. Bizarrely I did find 1 more
alien ammo piece at the very end of the game in the castle before you confront the bad guy leader.

I dont know what the point was in taking a rage drug. It just made my men run out from cover then get shot and killed by the
bad guys instead of giving me a rage point.

Also, the rage skills did very little. I did need shadows skill several times, but everyone else was a bit crap, though Ravens extra
shots were a godsend in the end.

Grunty and Fidels skills were rarely used. Whats the point in Gruntys skill giving you 4 extra action points when you cannot fire
a rifle with 4 points, and you cant bank those 4 extra points either. So it comes down to firing once or twice, then saving your
left over action points, then using Gruntys skill to possibly get an extra shot. This rarely happened and I felt was a pointless skill.
4 action points?? Really? thats it?

I think I did use Gruntys Machine Gun skill twice but as the enemy was behind cover, it wasnt effective.

Ultimately, yes, this game has lots of bugs, isnt good or big enough to be worthy to be in the Jagged Alliance canon...BUT, it
really does have some potential if they release a sequel that was at least 5 times bigger.

If this game is less than £15, maybe £20, then go ahead, you will enjoy some of the battles and the game itself. BUT anymore is
a rip off, honestly, you will finish this pronto and realise its a shell of the purely brilliant Jagged Alliance 2.. 

Check out our Steam Curator Page
 and Website[bluntlyhonest.review] for even reviews and exclusive content!

Caravan is as much art as it is a game, with gorgeous 2D visuals, and engagingly simple role play mechanics it's the type of game
you would never think of getting, but are so glad once you play it, 8/10 as its something that is both unusual, original and
actually good.

This mini review is part of "10 more indie games you may never play in 2019."
https://bluntlyhonest.review/2019/04/22/10-more-indie-games-you-may-never-play-in-2019/. One of the best
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books/games/experiences that I've read/played/experienced. There's such a myriad of options that, even if you stumble across all
of the Achievements quickly (or use a guide), you'll still want to read for hours more to see all of the possible outcomes. This
tragedy-turned-comedy is something that you will likely not regret trying for yourself!. haven't played the pvp yet but
convincing people the next room is safe and killing them so you can make it to the end is pretty dope! 10/10 would play again. A
typical Asian family
Beautiful art and great soundtracks make your day better. Such a limited game, very tiny card pool and no factions.
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FUN SCUFFED GAME, CAN'T STOP LAUGHING FOR NO REASON.
10/10. In my opinion, the best DLC so far.
A beautiful, different route with characteristic landmarks.
In the end, the rails no longer look bad!
Trains seem really heavy this time.
Great locomotives, cool and not so easy to drive.
I am glad to see such a big improvement in the Franchise. A great job of Dovetail Games!. https://youtu.be/djbe1sS0BSE

The decades have not been kind to this classic adventure game. The amazing voice cast is lost to poor audio compression, and
the puzzles/interface remain as rough as ever.. very booring
little to do. Oh my goodness... A roguelike with great music similar to Rare's N64 stuff, addicting gameplay like SotS: The Pit, a
decent level of exploration and curiousity with an indepth skill tree and crafting system? And... for only five bucks? I'm in love!
(Seriously, this game is freaking amazing and everyone owes themselves the pleasure of playing this game). So yeah, go buy it
fellow steam perusers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNvOHurbioI
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